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EARTHQUAKES ON RIEMANN SURFACES AND
ON MEASURED GEODESIC LAMINATIONS

FRANCIS BONAHON

Abstract. Let 5 be a closed orientable surface of genus at least 2. We

study properties of its Teichmüller space ^(S), namely of the space of iso-

topy classes of conformai structures on S. W. P. Thurston introduced a

certain compactification of ^(S) by what he called the space of projective

measured geodesic laminations. He also introduced some transformations of

Teichmüller space, called earthquakes, which are intimately related to the geom-

etry of 3~(S). A general problem is to understand which geometric properties

of Teichmüller space subsist at infinity, on Thurston's boundary. In particular,

it is natural to ask whether earthquakes continuously extend at certain points

of Thurston's boundary, and at precisely which points they do so. This is the

principal question addressed in this paper.

Let us be a little more precise. By the Uniformization Theorem, every con-

formal structure on the surface -S is realized by a unique Riemannian metric

of constant curvature -k2, for every k > 0. We can therefore identify the

Teichmüller space &~{S) to the space ^k(S) of isotopy classes of Riemann-

ian metrics of constant curvature -k2 on S. Since there is no reason to

prefer one ^{S) to another, we can take all of them and consider the space

3]0,oo[(S) - \Jk>o^k(S) °f isotopy classes of Riemannian metrics of constant
curvature on S.

Thurston observed that, when the curvature of a metric tends to -oo, this

metric behaves more and more like the transverse measure of a measured

geodesic lamination on the surface. The precise definition of a measured geo-
desic lamination is given in § 1. For the sake of this introduction, however, we

can just say that a typical example is provided by an isotopy class of simple

closed curves on S, endowed with a positive weight, and that a general mea-

sured geodesic lamination is a kind of diffused version of this example. This

observation led Thurston to add to ¿7\o,oo[(S) the space J(L{S) = &¡x>(S) of

measured geodesic laminations and to define a topological space 3]o,oo](S) =

^"o, oo[(S) U^o(S). The precise definition of the topology of &\oi0o](S) is given

at the end of §2. Thurston's compactification of Teichmüller space is obtained

as the quotient space of &¡oí0o]{S) under the multiplicative action of R+ (see

[Thl, FLP]).
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An earthquake is a certain 1-parameter family of transformations E'a :

¿7~(S) —► ^{S), where / G R and where a is a measured geodesic lamina-

tion on the surface S. When a is an isotopy class of simple closed curves,

the definition of the corresponding earthquake map E'a : Sk(S) -» &k{S) goes

back to W. Fenchel and J. Nielsen [FN]. In this case and if m is a Riemannian

metric of constant curvature -k2 , E'am is roughly defined as follows (see §1

for details). Let a* be the (unique) simple closed m-geodesic representing a.

Then the metric E'am is obtained by transforming m under a diffeomorphism

of S-a* which is isotopic to the identity and shifts one side of a* with respect

to the other, where the direction and amount of shifting is determined by t and

by the weight of a. In particular, if a has weight 1 and if lm(a) denotes the

m-length of the geodesic a*, Eâ^m is obtained by transforming m under a

full Dehn twist around a. Thurston proved that this construction extends to

any measured geodesic lamination a, in a way which is continuous in a and

in / (see [Ke; EM, §3]).
We would like to know to which extent the resulting earthquake map E'a :

&\o,ooi(S) -* 3y3,ooi(S) continuously extends to T]0>ooj(S).

One of our results is that, for a measured geodesic lamination a and for

t G M, the earthquake map E'a : «^ui00[(5) —► &¡ot00[{S) extends continuously at

those points of the boundary ¿%x>(S) which correspond to measured geodesic

laminations whose support transversely meet all components of the support of

a. This is proved as Theorem 14 in §4. As a partial converse, we prove in

Proposition 18 that E'a has no continuous extension at the point a G ¿%x>(S).

As observed above, if a is a homotopy class of simple closed curves with

weight 1, the transformation m^Ea^m of ^¡o,oo[(S) is the one induced by

a Dehn twist of S, and therefore extends continuously to all of ¿7\q¡00](S) , by

naturality of Thurston's topology on <5fo,oo](S') under diffeomorphisms of S.
We can therefore expect better continuity properties by a similar renormaliza-

tion of the time parameter t. For this, let us consider the transformation T'a

of ¿7\o,oo[{S) defined by T^m — Eam(a)m , which we call the length-normalized

earthquake of amplitude t along a . The main characteristic of these length-
normalized earthquakes is that they are projectively well behaved in the sense

that, if the metric Xm G ̂ ¡i (S) is obtained by multiplying m e ^ (S) by a

number X > 0, then T^Xm = XTlam. Because of this property, T'a continu-

ously extends to 5]o,oo] (S) if and only if its restriction to ¿7" (S) continuously

extends to Thurston's compactification of Teichmüller space.

Papadopoulos proved in [Pal] that T^ continuously extends to ^ój0O](5)

when a is a homotopy class of simple closed curves. We prove in Theorem 15

and Proposition 19 that, given a measured geodesic lamination a, the length-

normalized earthquake Va continuously extends to «9jo,oo](S) if and only if a

is connected. This result comes somewhat as a surprise, since it goes against
the common empirical belief that "everything which is true for simple closed

curves also holds for measured geodesic laminations." Also, few properties are

known to depend on the connectivity of a measured geodesic lamination.

Our strategy to prove our continuity results is the following. First of all, there

is a natural extension of the definition of earthquakes to the space of measured

geodesic laminations, whose theory has been extensively developed by A. Pa-

padopoulos [Pal-Pa3]. Thurston's topology on S]o,oo](S) is defined by a family
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of seminorms d(fi, fi') = \i(ß, y) - i{ß', y)\, where y ranges over all isotopy

classes of simple closed curves on S and where i : ̂ ¡0,00] (S) x ^Sf (S) -> R+

is a certain intersection form. Therefore, to prove the continuity of the earth-

quake map E'a at ß G «9^ (S) = JtL(S), it suffices to prove that i{E'aß, y)

converges to i{Elaß, y) as ¡x tends to ß , for every simple closed curve y. We

will actually obtain some kind of C1-continuity by proving continuity proper-

ties for the time derivatives j-ti(E'afi, y), from which the continuity properties

of i{E'aß, y) will immediately follow by integration.

When m £ ¿7¡o,oo[{S) is a metric of constant curvature on S, i{m,y) is

the length of the (unique) closed w-geodesic isotopic to y, and there is a well-

known cosine formula for the derivative §-ti(E'am, y)\t=o (see [Ke; EM, §3;
Wo2]). For instance, when a is a simple closed curve with weight 1, and if

a* and y* denote the closed m-geodesics isotopic to a and y, respectively,

this derivative is equal to the sum of the cosines cosm(a, y){x) of the angles

formed by a* and y* at all of their intersection points x G a* n ß*. For a

measured geodesic lamination ß e ^(S), i(ß, y) is the so-called geometric
intersection number of the two measured laminations ß and y. In §3, we

prove a formula for the derivative -^+i(E'aß, y)|,=o which is very similar to

the above cosine formula and which is expressed in terms of certain "cosine

functions" cos^(a, y){x), taking only the values +1, -1, and 0. (A similar

formula was obtained by A. Fathi in [Fa2], although under a less general and

less geometric form.)
This transforms our problem into proving continuity properties for the above

cosine functions cos^ for n g 3]o,oo](S) ■ These continuity properties are

proved in the crucial Lemma 10, and justify the name of "cosine" for the

functions cos^ which we introduced for a measured geodesic lamination ß .

Thurston's original definition of the topology on -9¡o,oo](S), based on length

functions, gives some information on the way angles between closed geodesies

vary when a sequence of metrics degenerates to a measured geodesic lamina-

tion. However, we need more than that to deal with general measured geodesic

laminations. It turns out that the analysis of Liouville measures developed in
[Bo2] provides exactly the right tool to analyze the behavior of angles between

geodesies, and to prove the continuity properties required. In some sense, the
present article is the first nontrivial application of the point of view developed

in [Bo2].
The proof that the earthquake maps E'a and length-normalized earthquakes

T'a are not continuous at some points of ¿Jjo.ooiOS') is done by examples in §5.

The reader will observe that we do not completely determine the set of points

where these maps are continuous. Indeed, although we have some additional

partial results in the case of simple closed curves, we have been unable to decide

the (dis)continuity properties of these functions at some points of ^(S). A

typical example of such an open problem occurs for two measured geodesic

laminations a, ß G JtL{S) which have the same support but whose transverse

measures are not proportional; it is likely (and true in some cases) that E'a is

not continuous at ß G ̂ ,(5) , but our methods fail to prove this property in

general.
As a concluding remark, we extend the cosine formula for -^¿(E^n, y)\t=o

with ß g .^ío.oo](-S) to the case where y is a measured geodesic lamination,
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or even a geodesic current in the sense of [Bol, Bo2] (see §6). This analysis

is motivated by the existence of natural symplectic structures on 3k{S), for

k G ]0, oo], and proves some continuity properties for these structures.

This paper is greatly indebted to the pioneering work [Pal-Pa3] of A.

Papadopoulos, who set the foundations of earthquake maps on measured lami-

nations. In a recent preprint [Pa4], Papadopoulos independently proved that the

length-normalized earthquake Va is continuous on 5p>0o] (S) when the lamina-

tion a is complete, namely when the complement of its support in S consists

of ideal triangles. Our articles are in some sense complementary. On one hand,

our results are more precise since they deal with all measured geodesic lamina-

tions and since we obtain some tangential information. On the other hand, his

approach, based on a parametrization of Teichmüller space by measured lami-

nations cutting a transversely, is susceptible to lead to further applications in

a different direction.

We would like to thank the referee for devoting much time to carefully read-

ing the manuscript, and for helpful suggestions of improvements.

1. Earthquakes in Teichmüller space

Throughout this paper, we will consider a fixed closed oriented surface S of

negative Euler characteristic (namely of genus at least 2).

On S, let m be a metric of constant negative curvature, and let a be a

simple closed curve which is not homotopic to 0. To these data we associate a

family of metrics E'am , ieK, well defined up to isotopy, as follows.

Consider the (unique) closed m-geodesic a* of S that is isotopic to a.

Take a tubular neighborhood U = S1 x [-e, +e] of a*, parametrized so that

Sl x 0 is isometrically sent to a* and so that each z x [-e, +e] isometrically

corresponds to a geodesic arc orthogonal to a*. We can also require that,
for the orientation of U induced by the orientation of S and for the natural
orientations of S"1 and [-e, +e], the intersection number of S1 x 0 with

zx[-e, +e] is +1. Observe that, for this parametrization, the homeomorphism

(el8, u) i-* (e,(0+'), u) of U = S1 x [-e, +e] respects the metric m (because
the curvature of m is constant).

Arbitrarily choose a smooth function Ç : [0, e] —> R which is 1 on a neighbor-

hood of 0 and is 0 on a neighborhood of e . Then consider the map (pt: S -* S

which is the identity on S - U and on 5"1 x [-e, 0[ c U and which is defined

by <p(ew, u) = (e,e-"i('), u) on Sx x [0, e] c U. Observe that (pt is a diffeo-

morphism of S - a*, and is discontinuous along a* . For t = 0, q>o is of

course the identity and, as t increases, an observer sitting on either side of a*

sees the other side move to his/her left under the action of <pt.

Now, consider the metric (p*{m) on S - a* obtained by transforming the

metric m by the shear diffeomorphism q>t. On both sides of a*, the metric
(p*{m) coincides with the original metric m provided we are sufficiently close

to a*. In particular, q>*{m) extends to a Riemannian metric over all of S,
whose curvature is constant and equal to the curvature of m . Let Elam denote

this metric on 5. One readily sees that, up to isotopy, E'am depends only on

t G R and on the isotopy classes of m and a .

Following Thurston's terminology, we say that Elam is obtained from m by

a (left) earthquake of amplitude t along the curve a.
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Observe that, when t is equal to the length lm(a) of the closed geodesic a*,

(pt is continuous and is a diffeomorphism of the whole surface 5, namely is a

Dehn twist around a . Therefore, when t = lm(a), E'am is the familiar metric

obtained by transforming m under this Dehn twist.

W. P. Thurston extended this notion to the case where a is a measured

geodesic lamination. To define measured geodesic laminations, let us fix a met-

ric mo of negative curvature on S. Then, a measured geodesic lamination
consists of: a partial foliation of S by mo-geodesics, namely a closed subset a

of S which is a union of disjoint simple geodesies, and a transverse measure

for a, namely a measure defined on each arc k transverse to a with support

k n a , and which is invariant under all homotopies of k respecting the leaves

of a . A typical example is provided by a closed geodesic a, equipped with its

Dirac (counting) transverse measure; a slight extension of this example is the
measured lamination Xa, obtained by multiplying the above Dirac measure by

A>0.
It turns out that the notion of measured geodesic lamination is independent

of the negatively curved metric m0 we chose on S (see [Le, Th2], or the

viewpoint developed in [Bo2]). The space JfL(S) has a natural topology, for

which two measured geodesic laminations are close if they induce approximately

the same measures on finitely many arcs transverse to them. For this topology,

the (positive real) multiples of simple closed geodesies are dense in J(L(S).

Thurston proved the following result, whose exposition can be found in [Ke]

(compare also [Th3; EM, §3]).

Proposition 1. There is a (unique) continuous map JKL(S) x R x3^(S) -» 3\(S),

associating an element Elam G ̂ ï(S) to (a, t, m), such that E'^m = E^'m for.

all X> 0 and all a G JKL(S) and such that, when a is a closed geodesic, E'am

is obtained from m by the earthquake defined above.   D

The metric E'am defined by Proposition 1 is said to be obtained from m by

a (left) earthquake of amplitude t along the measured geodesic lamination a.

Remember that, when a is a closed curve, we define earthquakes along a

for a metric of arbitrary constant negative curvature. In this construction,
the restrictions of Ela to ^k(S) and ^i(S) are clearly related by the for-

mula Elam = k~lE^km for m G J~k(S) = k~l^(S) (multiplying a met-

ric by X > 0 multiplies the curvature by X~2 ). When a is any measured

geodesic lamination, the same formula, combined with Proposition 1, enables

us to define earthquake maps E'a : ^k(S) -» ^k(S) and a continuous map

JtL{S) x R x &jot0ol(S) -» ^o,oo[(S) given by (a,t,m)~ E'am .

We would like to extend the flow E'a of ^o,oo[(S) to a 1-parameter family

of homeomorphisms of ¿7jp,oo](S) = {{Jk>o ̂ k(S)) U-#£(S'). However, we will

see in §5 that this is not possible, because E'a does not extend continuously to

^]0,oo]{S) at certain points of ^óo{S) = JÍL(S). On the other hand, when a

is a simple closed geodesic, we already observed that the map m *-> E" m is
induced by the Dehn twist around a ; in particular, because Thurston's topology

on ^]Qt00](S) is natural under diffeomorphisms of S, this map continuously

extends to ¿7\oiCX>](S) ■ We would like to see whether the same property holds for
any measured geodesic lamination a. For this, we need the following notion

of m-length of a measured geodesic lamination a.
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Proposition 2. There is a (unique) continuous map associating to (m, a) e

■9]0,oo[(S) x JtL(S) a number lm(a) G [0, oo[, such that lm(Xa) = Xlm(a) for

all X > 0 and such that, when a is a simple closed curve, lm(a) is the length of

the simple closed m-geodesic homotopic to a.

Proof. See [Th2; Bol, §4] or [Bo2].   o

Here is how lm(a) is defined. Remember that J£L(S) was initially defined

by using an (arbitrary) reference metric of negative curvature. Choose m to

be this reference metric. On 5, consider the measure whose support is equal
to the support of a, and which is locally the product of the w-length measure

along the leaves of a and of the transverse measure of a. Then lm(a) is equal

to the total mass of this measure.

Given a G JÍL(S) and m G ̂ ¡t00[(S) we can now define the (left) length-

normalized earthquake T'am of amplitude t along a by the formula

T¿¡m = E'¿'"{a)m.

We will show that Tla continuously extends to ¿7\o,oo](S) for any connected

measured geodesic lamination a G J£L(S).

Note that TaXm = XTam and T[am = T^'m for all X > 0, a G JÏL(S),

and m e ^o,oo[(S).

2. Earthquakes on measured geodesic laminations

If a and ß are two simple closed geodesies and if E\m has a limit as

w £ ^fo,oo[('S') tends to ß G JÍL(S) = ^(S), there is a natural notion of what

this limit E\ß should be. Namely, let Exaß be defined by the family of simple
closed geodesies homotopic to the components of the closed 1-submanifold of

S obtained as follows: Cut ß along a, and then connect each open end of
ß - a to the one which is immediately on its right on the other side of a.

Observe that this also amounts to modifying ß on one side of a by applying a

certain shear transformation moving this side of a to the left of the other side.

By convention, Exaß = ß if a and ß are disjoint or equal.

The same construction, applied to n parallel copies of ß in lieu of ß , also

defines E^nß for «eN. If we also want the relations E'a+Uß = E'a E"ß and

E'a+Uß = X~xE^'Xß to be satisfied, this clearly fixes what E'aß should be for all
t G Q and all simple closed geodesies a and ß .

In [Pa3], A. Papadopoulos gave a construction which extends this Elaß to all

measured laminations and all t G R. When a is a simple closed geodesic,

he also proved in [Pal] some continuity properties of E'a on ^joj00](5') =

(U/t>o ̂ k{S)) U-^L(S). This section is devoted to describing these earthquakes
on measured laminations.

Papadopoulos' construction makes use of measured foliations, which are in

some sense a diffused version of measured geodesic laminations. A measured

foliation consists of a topological 1-dimensional foliation of the surface S, with

a certain number of saddle singularities, together with a transverse measure in

the sense we already defined for geodesic laminations. A complete account of

measured foliations can be found in [FLP], for instance. The description given

below, in terms of rectangle decompositions of the surface, will amply suffice

for our purposes.
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A convenient way to describe a measured foliation is to consider a decompo-

sition of <S into finitely many euclidean rectangles R¡ — [a¡, b{\ x [c,, d¡], whose

boundaries are decomposed into a "vertical" part dvRi = {a¡, b¡) x [c,, d¡] and

a "horizontal" part df,R¡ — [a¡, b¡] x {c,, d,} , such that:

(a) When two rectangles R¡ and Rj meet, their intersection is an arc equal

to dvRif)dvRj orto dhR¡r\di¡Rj (possibly a corner).
(b) When i?,ni?; = dvR¡ndvRj, this intersection arc has the same euclidean

length in R¡ - [a¡, b¡] x [c¡, d¡] and in Rj = [a,-, bj\ x [cj , dj\.
Condition (a) ensures that the foliations of the rectangles R¡ = [a¡, b¡] x

[Ci, d¡\ by horizontal arcs [a¡, b¡] x y fit together to give a foliation of the

surface S. Observe that the singularities occur at the points of S where the

sum of the angles of the rectangles meeting at p is at least 7>n. (This sum is

everywhere a multiple of n and is always at least In .)

If y i denotes the second coordinate of R¡ = [a¡, b¡] x [c¡, d¡], then \dy¡\

defines a transverse measure for the foliation of R¡ by horizontal arcs. Condi-
tion (b) implies that these transverse measures match up and define a transverse

measure for the whole foliation.
Thus, such a decomposition of S into rectangles uniquely determines a mea-

sured foliation S.
We will also need a notion of partial measured foliation of S. This is a

measured foliation of a compact subsurface X of S, satisfying the condition

that the boundary <9X is a union of leaves and that no component of <9X is

homotopic to 0 in S. The case X = S is perfectly admitted. A partial mea-

sured foliation uniquely determines a measured geodesic lamination, as before.

Also, a partial measured foliation of support X can be described by a decom-

position of X into rectangles R¡ as above, with the additional property that

ÖX n Rj = ax n dhR¡ for each R¡.
A measured foliation A uniquely determines a measured geodesic lamination

a as follows (see [Le, Th2] for details). First of all, for each leaf of A which

does not run through a singularity, there is a unique geodesic of S which stays a

bounded distance from this leaf. The fact that the leaves of A do not cross each
other implies the same property for the corresponding geodesies. It follows that

the closure of the union of these geodesies forms a geodesic lamination a. To

define the transverse measure, consider an arc k transverse to the lamination.

The arc k can be subdivided into subarcs k¡ such that: For each k¡, there is

an arc k\ transverse to A such that the geodesies of a meeting /c, are precisely

those which either correspond to the leaves of A meeting k[ or are a limit of

such geodesies. Assigning to k the sum of the transverse measures of the fe-

defines the transverse measure of a .

Conversely, every measured geodesic lamination a is obtained in this way

from a measured foliation A. Moreover, it can be proved that A is unique

up to isotopy and certain operations called "Whitehead moves." This leads to

a nice "dictionary" between the theory of measured geodesic laminations and

that of measured foliations. An interesting case of this correspondence is when
a is a simple closed geodesic. Then, if we remove from A the (finitely many)

leaves going from singularity to singularity, what is left is an annulus foliated

by parallel closed curves, each isotopic to a. For the transverse measure of A ,

the width of this annulus is equal to 1.
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To define E'aß , Papadopoulos first considers the case where every component

of (the support of) a transversely meets (the support of) ß .

In this case, he proves the following fundamental lemma (Proposition 1 of

[Pa3]). We can represent ß by a measured foliation B and a by a partial

measured foliation A, with support X, which are in transverse position in the

following sense: There is a decomposition of S into rectangles R¡ — [a¡, b¡] x

[c¡, d¡], with X a union of such rectangles, such that B is defined by the

foliations of all R¡ by horizontal arcs, with transverse measure \dy¡\, while

A is defined by the foliations of the R¡ contained in X by vertical arcs, with

transverse measure \dx¡\, where (x¡, y¡) denotes the coordinates in i?,. We

also require that the natural orientation of each rectangle R¡ coincides with the
one induced by the orientation of S.

On each such rectangle R¡ = [a¡, b¡] x [c¡, d¡], consider the measured fo-

liation which is defined by straight arcs of slope — t and transverse measure

\tdx¡ + dy¡\ if Rj is contained in X, and horizontal arcs and transverse mea-

sure \dy¡\ if R¡ is not in X. The conditions on the R¡ ensure that these
foliations fit together to give a measured foliation E'AB of the surface S. Ob-

serve that E'AB coincides with B outside of X, and has the same singular

points as B . Also, EAB = B.

In this setting, namely when each component of ß transversely meets a and

when A and B are associated to a and ß as above, we define Elaß to be the

measured geodesic lamination determined by the measured foliation EAB. In

the general case, we define Elaß to be equal to E'a,ß, where a' consists of

those components of a which transversely meet ß.

If a and ß are closed geodesies, and if t G Q, it is not too difficult to check

that this E'aß coincides with the one we considered at the beginning of this

section.

Papadopoulos proves in [Pa3] that E'aß is well defined, namely independent
of the choice of the measured foliations A and B we used in the construction.
We could actually give an alternative proof of this fact in the present article, by

using the case of simple closed geodesies and the continuity properties we are

going to prove in §4.

Observe that E[J = E*<ß , that E'aXß = XE'aßß, and that E'+"ß = E<aE%ß
for all a, ß G JÏUS), X > 0, and t,ueR.

We want to introduce a renormalization of earthquakes similar to the length-

normalized earthquake defined in § 1. For this we need an analog of the m-length

lm(a). The right notion here is the geometric intersection number Iß (a) =

i(a, ß) of two measured geodesic laminations a and ß , defined by the fol-

lowing proposition.

Proposition 3. There is a (unique) continuous function JKL(S) x J!L(S) -»

M.+, associating a number i(a, ß) to (a, ß) e JKL(S) x JKL(S), such that

i(a, Xß) — i(Xa, ß) - Xi(a, ß) for all X G R+, and such that, when a and ß
are distinct simple closed geodesies, i(a, ß) is the number of intersection points

of a and ß .

Proof. See [Re, Corollary 1.11] or [Bol, §4].   D

Here is how i (a, ß) is defined. The transverse measure of a induces a

measure ag on each leaf g of the support of ß.   (By convention, ag — 0
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if g is in the support of a.) We can then define a measure on S by locally

integrating ag with respect to ß . Namely, each point of S has a neighborhood

U * [0, 1] x [0, 1] such that the leaves of U n ß are of type xx[0, 1]. The
transverse measure of ß induces a measure on the first factor [0, 1 ]. Then,

for K c U,

axß(K) = I ag(x) (K n (x x [0, 1])) dß(x),

where g(x) is the geodesic of ß containing x x [0, 1] (if any). Then i(a, ß)

is the total mass of ax ß .

Thurston defined his topology on ^oj0o](5') by the property that a sequence

m¡ G 3}o,oo[(S) converges to ß G ^o(S) = JÍL(S) if and only if, for ev-

ery simple closed geodesic y, the length lm¡(y) converges to lß(y) = i(ß, y).

Therefore, the function ß i-> lß(y) is continuous on ^o,oo] for every simple

closed geodesic y.

In fact, for any a e JHL(S), we have the following stronger continuity

property.

Proposition 4. The map (ß, a) ►-> iß(a) is continuous on &$>00]{S) x J?L(S).

Proof. See [Bo2], together with the continuity of the intersection number of

[Bol, §4], or combine [Re, Corollary 1.11; FLP, §8].   D

Henceforth, we will interchangeably use the notation i(ß, a) = i(a, ß) =

lft(a) for any ß e^0tOO](S) and any a G JÍL(S). (See [Bo2] for an interpre-

tation of lm(a) as an intersection number when m G ̂ ¡o,<x,i(S) •)

By analogy with §1, it is now natural to define on ÂL(S) the (left) length-

normalized earthquake of amplitude t along a to be the transformation which

associates to ß G JÍL(S) the measured geodesic lamination

Ttaß = Et^a'^ß.

Having defined Tla on ^,,ao\(^) and on ^(S) = ^L(S), we will show

in §4 that the transformation Tla : ^o,^]^) —* ̂o,cx>]('S') is continuous for all

connected a G JÍL(S) and all t G R.

3. Derivatives of length functions

The main goal of this article is to prove that, given a connected measured

geodesic lamination a, the transformation Tla is continuous on ^o)00](5). By

definition of the topology of ^¡ot00^(S), it suffices to prove that, for any simple

closed geodesic y, the function ß i-> i(T'aß, y) is continuous. Our strategy will

be to consider the derivative ^i(T^ß, y) and to prove that it is a continuous

function of ß, in a weak sense.

When m G ¿7\o,oo[(S) is a metric of constant curvature, there is a nice for-

mula for ^-^(E^m, y)|(=o which is easily derived from the formula of the first

variation (see [Ke, Wo2; EM, §3]). For this, choose m to be the reference met-

ric used to consider geodesic laminations. For each point x G S where y and
a meet transversely, let cosm(y, a)(x) denote the cosine of the angles formed

at x by y and a, counted counterclockwise from y to a. Then:
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Proposition 5 [Ke; EM, §3]. If m G ̂ U)00[(5'), a G J(L(S), and y is a simple

closed geodesic, then

— i(E'am, y)\í=0 = / cosm(y, a) da,

w/We rTze integral is taken with respect to the measure induced on y by the

transverse measure of a. (Observe that cosm(y, a) is defined on the support of

this measure.)   D

A similar formula holds for E'aß when ß G JIL(S), in terms of a cer-

tain "cosine" function cosi(y, a) defined as follows.(Compare [Fa2] for an

analogous formula.)

Let P be a point where the simple closed geodesic y transversely meets a.

Lift a, ß, y to measured geodesic laminations a, ß, y on the universal

covering S of S, and let P G 5 be a point of the preimage of P. Let a and

c respectively denote the leaves of a and y meeting at P. The space of those

geodesies b of S which cut (transversely) both a and c has two components:

Given the orientation of S and considering c as an x-axis and a as a y-axis,

there are the geodesies b of "negative slope" and those of "positive slope" (see

Figure 1); more precisely, a geodesic b cutting both c and a has positive slope

if, counterclockwise, its end points are between the end points of c and those

of a, and it has negative slope if its end points are between the end points of

a and those of c. Since the leaves of ß are pairwise disjoint, exactly one of

the following properties holds:

(i) There is a leaf b of ß which simultaneously cuts a and c with positive

slope.

(ii) There is a leaf b of ß which simultaneously cuts a and c with negative

slope.

(iii) No leaf of ß cuts both a and c, but there is a leaf of ß cutting a .

(iv) No leaf of ß cuts a .

Define cost(y, a)(P) to be -1, +1, +1, or 0 in case (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv),

respectively. This definition is clearly independent of the choice of the point

positive slope                                  negative slope no slope

cos+(a,Y)W=-l                          cos+(<x,y)«=+1 cos+(ct,Y)(x) = + l

cosp(a,Y)W=-l                         cos^(a,Y)(x) = +l cos^ (a, y)(x) = - 1

Figure 1
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P in the preimage of P. We can also define cos«(y, a)(P) to be -1 in case

(iii) and equal to cost(y, a)(P) in the other cases.

Proposition 6. If a, ß G ̂ L(S) and y is a simple closed geodesic, the left and

right time derivatives of i(E'aß, y) at t = 0 are

— i(E'J, y)\t=0= I cos+(y,a)da,

i(E'aß, y)\t=0 = / cos^(y, a) da.
Jy

_d_

dt-

The proof of Proposition 6 will take several steps. It will make use of mea-

sured foliations, and is analogous to arguments in [Fal].

First of all, we can restrict attention to the case where ß transversely meets

all components of a. Indeed, if a' denotes the union of those components of

a which transversely meet ß, then E'a,ß = Elaß and replacing a by a' does

not change the integrals in Proposition 6, by definition of the functions cost

and cos7 .

Then, by [Pa3], we can realize a by a partial measured foliation A and ß

by a measured foliation B such that A and B are in transverse position, as

described in §2.
By [FLP, §5], y can be homotoped to a curve y' which is quasi-transverse to

B, in the following sense. First of all, y' meets the singularities of B at finitely

many points. Then each component k¡ of the complement of the singularities in

y' is either transverse to B or contained in a leaf of B. Lastly, two consecutive

such ki are always locally separated by a prong (= leaf leading to a singularity)
of the singularity where they meet, unless they are themselves two prongs of the

singularity. (See Figure 2 for an example.) It should be observed that y' may

not necessarily be embedded.
A fundamental property of quasi-transverse curves is that

i(ß,y)= ¡dB,

where dB denotes the transverse measure of B (see [FLP, §5]).

Consider the support X of A . The product of the transverse measure of A

and B defines on X a euclidean metric with singularities at the singularities

Figure 2
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of A (which are also singularities of B ). In other words, this metric is the

euclidean metric of the rectangles R¡ occurring in the definition of "transverse

position" in §2.

Although this metric has singularities it admits a well-defined notion of geo-
desic. A geodesic consists of arcs joining the singularities, which are straight

for the flat metric outside of the singularities. At the singularities, there is a

requirement that the angles on either side of a geodesic must be at least n . The

Gauss-Bonnet formula also enables one to define a notion of curvature, which

in this case is a Dirac measure concentrated at the singularities; in particular,

this curvature is always nonpositive. It easily follows that every arc in X is

homotopic fixing end points to a unique geodesic arc, and that every closed curve

which is not homotopic to 0 is homotopic to a closed geodesic; in addition,

such a geodesic is either unique or part of an annulus of isotopic geodesies.

Let y" be obtained from y' by replacing each component of X n y' by the

geodesic arc (or a closed geodesic if y' c X ) homotopic to it. Each component
of y" n X and of y" - X thus is quasi-transverse to B . We might worry that y"

may not be quasi-transverse to B near dX. However, an index argument shows

that each component of X n y" is homotopic to the corresponding component
of X n y' through a family of arcs quasi-transverse to B (compare [FLP, §5]).

It follows that y" is quasi-transverse to B .

Without loss of generality, we can therefore assume that y' = y" is quasi-

transverse to B and is geodesic on X for the piecewise flat metric defined by A

and B . In particular, Xny' can be subdivided into arcs k¡, ... , kn which are

linear for the flat structure. For each such k¡, let a, G [0, oo[ be its ^-measure

and let b¡ G R be defined as follows: \b¡\ is the ß-measure of k¡, and b¡ > 0

if and only if the angle from B to k¡, counted counterclockwise, is between 0

and n/2.
Now, consider the measured foliation EAB used to define E'aß in §2. Clearly

[ dEAB= (     dB + Y^\tai + bi\.

Lemma 7. For \t\ sufficiently small,

[ dE'AB = i(y,E'J).
Jy

Proof. Let k¡, a¡, b¡ be as above. If b¡ ^ 0 for each /c, meeting <9X, then y'

is quasi-transverse to E'AB provided \t\ is less than all these \b¡\. The result

then follows from [FLP, §5].
In the general case, assume that 0 < t < -b¡ for all arcs /c, such that k¡

meets <9X and b, < 0. Then y' fails to be quasi-transverse to E'aß precisely

at those points x G y' n dX such that y' locally consists of leaves of B near x
and such that, if x is a singularity of B, no prong of B at x is on the right

side of y' when y' is oriented to leave X.
Starting from such a point x G y'ndX, follow the corresponding component

of y' - X until one of the following happens:

(i) We reach a singularity y of B, where at least one prong is on the

right-hand side of y'.
(ii) We reach a point y where y' reenters X, and y is not a singularity of

B as in (i).
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Figure 3

In both cases, let k denote the subarc of y' thus delimited by x and y,

and let the arc k+ be the union of k and of a small neighborhood of x in

y'. Then k+ is homotopic fixing end points to an arc k* transverse to E'AB,

which has the same ^5-measure as k+ (see Figure 3).

Consider the curve (y' - k+) U k*. It is now quasi-transverse to EAB on a

neighborhood of k*. Indeed, at the point of dk* which is close to x, a local

picture shows that this curve is transverse to EAB (see Figure 3). In case (i), it

is quasi-transverse to EAB at y by definition of quasi-transversality. In case

(ii), the crucial observation is that y' crosses E'AB in the same direction near

both ends of k+ ; it follows that (y1 -k+)Uk* is transverse to EAB near y in

this case (see Figure 3). Thus, replacing k+ by k* in y' gives a curve which

has the same £^5-measure as y' and which is quasi-transverse to EAB on a

larger portion of the curve.

Performing this process for every point x where y' is not quasi-transverse to
E'AB , we eventually get a curve y* which is homotopic to y', is quasi-transverse

to EAB, and has the same £^2?-measure as y'. Because y* is homotopic to y

and quasi-transverse to EAB, it follows from [FLP, §5] that

i(y,E'J)= [   dE'AB= f   dE'AB.
Jy* Jy'

This proves Lemma 7.   D

Combining Lemma 7 with the formula given above the lemma, we get the

following formula for the right derivative:

where by convention 0/0 = +1.

In other words, let c be the function on y' n X defined by c(x) = +1 if x

belongs to a k¡ with b¡ > 0 and c(x) = -1 otherwise. Then

^W,?)U = lfCdA.

To conclude the proof of Proposition 6 we need to connect this function c

to the "cosine" function cost(y, a).

For this, consider a point x G y' such that the leaf of A running through x

does not lead to a singularity; in particular, y' is transverse to A near x. Lift

the situation to the universal covering S of S, where the preimage of A gives
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a partial measured foliation A, where the preimage of B gives a measured

foliation B, where y' lifts to a line y', and where the preimages of a and

ß give measured geodesic foliations a and ß. Let x G y' be a point of the

preimage of x. By definition of the correspondence between A and a, the

leaf gA of j4 running through x is asymptotic to a (geodesic) leaf £J of 5.

Also, y' is asymptotic to a geodesic y* of the preimage of y .

A fundamental consequence of the quasi-transversality of y' and of the fact

that no component of y' - int(X) is homotopic to an arc in X is the following:

Lemma 8. The geodesies gA and y* meet transversely in one point x*.

Proof. By an index argument (compare [FLP, §5]), the quasi-transversality of

y' and the fact that no component of y' - int(X) is homotopic to an arc in X

imply that y' and gA meet only at x. Therefore, we only have to show that

y* and gA are not asymptotic.

Because y' is transverse to A near x, y' also crosses transversely another

leaf hA^ gA of A . In addition, the same index argument shows that y' and

hA meet in exactly one point.

In most cases (see [Le]), the geodesic leaf hA of à associated to hA is not

asymptotic to gA , which guarantees that y* is not asymptotic to gA .

We therefore only have to worry about the case where hA and gA are asymp-

totic. As proved in [Le], this can occur only when gA projects to a closed leaf

of A. Then the only way y' can be asymptotic to gA is when y' is homotopic

to this closed leaf, but this turns out to be incompatible with the fact that y'

and gA meet in exactly one point. This concludes the proof of Lemma 8.   D

Therefore, a point x* of intersection of 5 and y* is naturally associated to

x . By equivariance under the action of n\(S), it follows that there is a point
x* G S of transverse intersection of a and y which is naturally associated to

x.

Lemma 9.  c(x) = cos^(y, a)(x*).

Proof. First consider the case where y' is transverse to B near x. Then the

same argument as in the proof of Lemma 8 shows that the leaf gB of B running

through x is asymptotic to a geodesic leaf gg of ß which transversely meets

y*. We want to prove that g g also transversely meets gA .

The two leaves gA and gs meet exactly at x, by an index argument as in

[FLP, §5].
If gA does not project to a closed leaf of A, the same argument as in the

proof of Lemma 8 proves that gg transversely meets gA .

Otherwise, gA projects to a closed leaf a of A. Let us follow the projection
of gB to S starting from the point x. By the Poincaré Recurrence Lemma,

this leaf of B must hit a another time. Lifting the situation to S, it follows

that gB crosses another lift of a, namely another leaf g'A of A. Observe

that g'A ̂  gA since gB meets gA in only one point. As a consequence, g'A is

not asymptotic to gA , and we conclude as in the proof of Lemma 8 that gg

transversely meets gA.

Therefore, we proved in both subcases that gg transversely meets gA . In

addition, in terms of slopes, the way gg meets gA and y* is determined by

the way gß meets gA and y'. By definition of c(x) and of cos^(y, a)(x*),

it follows that c(x) = cost(y, a)(x*).
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Let us now consider the remaining case, where y' coincides with a leaf of

B near x . Then no leaf of ß cuts both gA and y* : Otherwise, a leaf of B

would meet both gA and y', which is easily excluded by an index argument.

It follows that cost(y, a)(x*) = c(x) — +1 in this case. This concludes the

proof of Lemma 9.   G

Therefore, to each point x G y' which is in a nonsingular leaf of A, we have

associated a point x* G y, where cost(y, a)(x*) = c(x). The set of such x

has full yi-measure in y'. Also, by definition of the correspondence between A

and a, the map x h-> x* sends the ,4-measure of y' to the a-measure of y,

and the set of such x* has full a-measure in y. It follows that

/  cos^(y, a) da = /   c dA.

This completes the proof that

d

The proof that

r\ it

— i(E'aB, y)|/=0 = / cos+(y, q) da.

—i(E'aB, y)|,=0 = / cos+(y, a) da
'i

is identical. This concludes the proof of Proposition 6.   G

4. Continuity of length-normalized earthquakes
along connected laminations

This section is devoted to proving that the length-normalized earthquake Tla :

•J]o,oc](S) —► ^jo,oo](5') is continuous when the measured geodesic lamination a

is connected. By definition of the topology on 5fo,oo](5'), this is equivalent to

proving that, for every simple closed geodesic y, the function ß »->• i(T^ß, y)
is continuous on ,9p, oo] (S) • Our strategy will be to prove a stronger continuity

property for the derivative of this function with respect to /, using the formulas

of §3.
For this, let us introduce some terminology. Let x be a point of intersection

of a and y. We will say that ß spans the intersection of a and y at x if

the following property holds: In the universal covering S of S, consider the

preimages à, ß and y of a, ß, and y, respectively, and let x be a point

of the preimage of x ; then there is a leaf of ß which (transversely) cuts the

leaves of 5 and y meeting at x.

In particular, if ß spans the intersection of a and y at x, cost(y, a)(x) —

cos7(y, a)(x) = ±1 according to the way the leaves of ß cut the leaves of 5

and y meeting at x.
The crucial point in our proof will be the property that, if ß spans the

intersection of a and y at x and if m G <9jo;00[(5') tends to ß G ̂ (S) =

^L(S), then cosOT(y,a)(x) converges to cos£(y, a)(x) = cos^(y, a)(x).

For this, we will use some of the results of [Bo2], which we now review.
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If we endow S with a negatively curved metric mo, the space G(S) of

geodesies of the universal covering S of S is, up to homeomorphism, inde-

pendent of the choice of mo . A metric m e ^(S) defines a certain measure

Lm , called the Liouville measure, on this space G (S). The basic property of this

measure which we will need is the following. Given two geodesies g and h of

S which transversely meet in one point, let ]g, h[ denote the set of geodesies

of S which cut both g and h and whose end points are between those of g

and h, counterclockwise (namely which have positive slope if g has slope 0
and h has slope oo ; compare Figure 1). Then

Lm(]g,h[) = -k-1 log cos20/2,

where 6 G ]0, n[ is the angle from g to h , counted counterclockwise. Observe

that
£™(]¿, £[) = -£"'logsin2 0/2,

and therefore that

and

cos 6 = e~kLm^g,h^ - e~kLm^h'g^

1 _ e-kLm{]g,h[) + e-kLm(]h,g[)_

Similarly, there is a measure Lß on G(S) which is associated to a measured

geodesic lamination ß . If ß denotes the preimage of ß , Lß (]g, h[) is the

/?-measure of the set of those geodesies of the support of ß which cut both g

and h and have positive slope, where this ^-measure is defined by considering

suitable arcs transverse to ß . In particular, Lß (]g, h[) is positive if and only

if a leaf of ß cuts g and h with positive slope.

A major corollary of [Bo2, Theorem 18] is that the map ß i-> Lß is continuous

on ^o,oo](5) if we endow the space of measures on G(S) with the weak*

topology.
This is all we are going to need to prove the following crucial lemma.

Lemma 10. Assume that ß spans the intersection of a and y at x. Then

cosm(y, a)(x) converges to cos|(y, a)(x) = cos7(y, a)(x) as m e 3]o,oo[(S)

converges to ß G JÜL(S).

Proof. Lift a, ß, y to measured geodesic laminations a, ß , y on the uni-

versal covering S of S, and let x G S be a point of the preimage of x. Let

ga and gy be the leaves of 5 and y meeting at x.

Since ß spans the intersection of a and y at x , exactly one of Lß(]g7, ga[)

and Lß(]ga, gy[) is positive. Also

P l   +1 if Lß(]ga ,   gy[)   >   0.

As m G ̂ oi00[(5') tends to ß G J?L(S) = S^(S), the measure Lm con-
verges to Lß for the weak* topology. To conclude that Lm(]gy, ga[) con-

verges to Lß(]gy, ga[), we need to check that the L^-measure of the frontier

of ]■?>- > 8a[ is 0. If this frontier had nonzero Lß -measure, a lift of ß would be

asymptotic to gy or to ga . Since each leaf of a measured geodesic lamination

is contained in its set of limit points (see [CB, §3; FLP, §5]), we would conclude
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that gy or ga is a leaf of ß, contradicting the hypothesis that ß spans the

intersection of a and y at x. Therefore, the L^-measure of the frontier of

]gy, ga[ is 0, and Lm(]gy, ga[) converges to Lß(]gy, ga[) as m tends to ß.

If m G ̂ fo,oo[('S') has curvature -k2^, remember that

(*) cosm(y, a)(x) = e~kmLm^gy'ga^ - e~kmLm^ga'g^

and

U*\ e-kmLm(]gy,ga[) _|_ e-kmLm(]ga , gyl) _ J

Assume for instance that Lß(]gy, ga[) > 0, so that cos^(y, a)(x)

= -1. As m G 3]o,oo[(S) tends to ß, km converges to +oo. In particular,

kmLm(]gy, ga[) converges to +00. From equality (**), we conclude that

kmLm (]g7, ga[) converges to 0. It then follows from (*) that cosm(y, a)(x)

converges to cost(y, a)(x) =-I as me^,«,^) tends to ß .

The proof is identical when Lß(]ga, gy[) > 0.   G

Lemma 11. If ß spans the intersection of a and y at x, then cost,(y, a)(x)

and coSß,(y, a)(x) converge to cos^(y, a)(x) - cosj(y, a)(x) as ß' G

J?L(S) converges to ß .

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the definition of the functions

cos+ and cos- .   G

Proposition 12. Let a, ß e JÍL(S) and let y be a simple closed geodesic. If

ß spans a-almost all intersection points of y and a, then the left and right

derivatives of t >-* i(E'aß, y) at t = 0 are continuous functions of ß G ̂ 0,00] (S)

at ß.

Proof. Combine the formulas given for these derivatives in Propositions 5 and

6, Lemmas 10 and 11, and the theorem of dominated convergence.   G

Observe that, under the hypothesis of Proposition 12, the left and right

derivatives of t >-» i(Eaß, y) at t = 0 coincide if ß = ß , since cos^(y, a)(x)

= cos T (y, a)(x) at all points of y n a spanned by ß .

Lemma 13. Let a, ß e J?L(S) and let y be a simple closed geodesic. Assume

that ß transversely meets all components of a. Then, for all but an isolated set

of values of t, Eaß spans a-almost all intersection points of y and a.

Proof. Let us go back to the proof of Proposition 6. There, using the hypothesis

that ß cuts all components of a, we had realized a by a partial measured

foliation A and ß by a measured foliation B, such that A and B were in

transverse position. We also observed in the proof of Lemma 9 that, if y can

be homotoped to a curve y' which is transverse to B on the support X of A

(except at singularities), then ß spans a-almost all intersection points of y and

a.

In the proof of Lemma 7, we showed that, for \t\ / 0 sufficiently small, y

is homotopic to a curve y* which is quasi-transverse to A and EAB, and is

transverse to EAB on the support of A (except at singularities). It follows that,

for |i| ^ 0 sufficiently small, EAB spans a-almost all intersection points of y

and a.
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Since Eaß = Ea~uE"ß , this proves that Eaß spans a-almost all intersection

points of y and a for all but certain isolated values of t. (The number of these

exceptional values of t can actually be shown to be finite.)   G

Theorem 14. Let a be a measured geodesic lamination and let (el. Then

the map which associates Eaß to each ß G ¿7¡o,oo)(S) is continuous at those

ß G JfL(S) which transversely meet all components of a.

Proof. By definition of the topology of ^0,00](S), it suffices to prove that the

function ß h-> i(Eaß, y) is continuous at ß for every simple closed geodesic

y-
When ß g 3]o,oo[(S), it follows from Proposition 5 that the function t h->

i(Eaß, y) has a bounded derivative. In particular,

f'   d
KKß > y) = Kß ,y)+     jïtAKh , y)\v=u du

Jo   civ

= i(ß, y)+        / cos£^(y, a) da du
Ja   Jy

by Proposition 5 (since E"ß = Ea'~uEa:ß).

When ß G ̂ o(S) = ^L(S), Lemma 7 shows that the function 11-> i(Eaß, y)

is locally convex. By Proposition 6, it follows that

i{Kß> y) = i(t¿> y)+ I  Q^iiKv, y)\v=u du

= i(ß, y)+        / cos^U/i(y, a) da du.

To unify the notation, define cos+ = cos" = cosM when ß e <9]o,oo[(S).

Then, by Lemmas 10, 11, and 13, the function

ß^ cosily, a)(x)

defined on ^o,oo](5') is continuous at ß for all but finitely many values of

u G [0, t] and for a-almost all x G y. By dominated convergence,

ß >-*  /   cos£„M(y, a) da
Jy

is continuous at ß for all but finitely many values of u G [0, t]. Another

application of dominated convergence gives that

ß^ cos^y, a) da du = i(Evaß, y) - i(ß, y)

is continuous at ß . By continuity of the intersection number (Proposition 4),

this concludes the proof of Theorem 14.   G

Theorem 15. Let a be a connected measured geodesic lamination. Then, for any

t eR, the length-normalized earthquake ß »-> Taß is continuous on <9ju,oo]('S') ■

Proof. The continuity at m G ¿?\o,oo[(S) comes from Propositions 1 and 2 (and

is proved in [Ke; EM, §3]).
Since a is connected, Theorem 14 shows that

ß~Taß = Ea^ß = l(a,ß)Eal{±-)
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is continuous at those ß G J?L(S) which transversely meet a, namely those

ß with i(a, ß)?0.
Thus, we only need to check the continuity at ß G J(L(S) with i(a, ß) = 0.

In this case, we will make use of the following estimate, borrowed from [Pal].

Lemma 16. If m g 3}o,oo[(S), a G JÍL(S), and y is a simple closed geodesic,

then

\i(Eam, y)-i(m, y)\ <\t\i(a, y)

and

\i(Tam, y)-i(m,y)\ < \t\i(a, m)i(a, y).

Proof of Lemma 16. See [Pal]. Since it is relatively simple, here is a sketch of

this proof for the sake of completeness. First consider the case when a is a

simple closed geodesic. Then considering the image of y under the shear map

used to construct Eam together with suitable arcs in a, one easily constructs a

curve y' homotopic to y whose £¿m-length is i(m, y) + \t\i(a, y). It follows

that i(Eam, y) < i(m, y) + \t\i(a, y) when a is a simple closed geodesic. This

inequality holds for a general a e ^L(S) by continuity. The same argument

shows that i(m, y) = i(E~'Eam, y) < i(E'am, y) + \t\ i(a, y). Combining these

two inequalities, we get the first statement of the lemma. The second statement

is an immediate consequence of the first one.   G

Observe that the second estimate of Lemma 16 extends to JfL(S), namely

that

\i(Taß, y)-i(ß, y)\ < \t\i(a, y)i(a,ß)

for all ß G ¿?}o,oo](S) and every simple closed geodesic y . Indeed, this inequal-

ity is clear at ß G J(L(S) with i(a, ß) = 0, since Taß = ß in this case; for

ß G JÍL(S) with i(a, ß) ^ 0, it follows from the continuity property of Ta

at ß which we just proved.

Now, as ß G ^.ooiOS) tends to ß G JÍL(S) with i(a, ß) = 0, i(a, ß)

converges to i (a, ß) = 0. The above estimate then shows that i(Taß, y) has

the same limit as i(ß, y), namely i(ß, y) = i(Taß, y), for every simple closed

geodesic y . It follows that T'aß converges to Taß . This concludes the proof

of Theorem 15.    G

5. Discontinuities of earthquakes and

length-normalized earthquakes

This section is devoted to proving converses to Theorems 14 and 15.

First we show that, for any a e JfL(S), the earthquake map Ea  is not

continuous on 5jo,oo](>S') ■ This requires a preparatory lemma.

Lemma 17. For every m £^p,oc](S) and every a G JÍL(S),

lim   TiE'm = a.
í^±oo    |í|     Q

Proof. By definition of the topology of ^\o,<x,](S), it suffices to prove that

lim   —i(Eam,y) = i(a,y)
t—+±oo    \[\

for every simple closed geodesic y.
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By Proposition 5,

d_
di
—i(E%m, y)\u=i = / cos£<m (y, a)da.

For each point x of the transverse intersection of y and a, (the proof of)

Lemma 3.6 of [Ke] shows that the map

t^ COSE:am(y,a)(x)

is strictly increasing and converges to +1 as t tends to +00 . If follows that

the function

is nondecreasing and, by monotone (or dominated) convergence, that

Jim, Q^^E"m > y)\u=t = I da = i(a, y).

As a consequence, the function t >-> i(E'am, y) is convex and asymptotic to
a linear function t i-> ti(a, y) + C as t tends to +00, for some constant C.

It immediately follows that

lim   -i(Eam,y) = i(a,y).
t—*+oo    [

A similar argument proves that

lim   j-i(Eam,y) = i(a,y).
t^-00 \t\

Since the above properties hold for all simple closed geodesies y, this com-

pletes the proof of Lemma 17.   G

As an immediate application, we get

Proposition 18. If a G J?L(S) - 0  and ( / 0, the earthquake map Ea :
^0,00](S) -* ^ó.oojí'S') is not continuous at a.

Proof. Fix m G ̂ o,oo[(5'). For u > 0, set

mu = -E'"m   and   m'„ = —E„ tum.iu —  —i-in  111       auu       iiiuu   a "      U

By Lemma 17,

On the other hand,

lim   mu =   lim   m' = a.
u—>+oo u—>+oo

lim E'mu =   lim Ea (-Eaum\ -   lim    -EauE'um
«-»+00    a u-v+oo        V M /       u-»+oo   U

"a-   lim    -E2tum = 2\t

by Lemma 17. Similarly,

lim E'am'u =   lim E'a (-E-'um) =   lim    i^"£a"
u-»+oo    a     "       tt->+oo \M /        u-»+oo   U

-tum

=  lim   -m = 0.
u->+oo   U
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Since these two limits are distinct, this proves that Ea is not continuous at

a.   a

Observe that we even proved something stronger: The homeomorphism Ea

of ^o,oo[(5') does not extend continuously to ^0,00](S) (no matter how we

define 'Ea on JfL(S) ).
Similarly, we get the following converse to Theorem 15.

Proposition 19. For t ^ 0, the length-normalized earthquake Ta continuously

extends to &\o,oo](S) if and only if a is connected.

Proof. The "if part is just Theorem 15.
Conversely, assume that a is not connected, let ai be a component of a and

let a2 - a—a 1 # 0 . We can always choose ai so that it is not a closed geodesic

homotopic to an end of S - ai. Then there is a measured geodesic lamination

ßi which is disjoint from a2 and such that i(a\, ß\) = t~l, assuming t > 0

without loss of generality. (For instance, we can take ß\ to be a simple closed

geodesic crossing a\ and endowed with a suitable weight.) Set ß — ß\ U a2 .

Arbitrarily fix m G ̂ oi00[(5') and, for u > 0, define

and

By Lemma 17,

Now consider

mu = -E'im = El i -m
u   p ß \u

m' — -E„"m — ERl ( -m
"     u   ß ß   \u

lim mu -  lim m' = ß.
u—>+oo u—*+oo

ramu = E^a^E\{^m^

_ pti(a,mu)pti(a,mu)pl    pi

ri/(o,m«)r(/(a,m,)+lir[

1 \
-m
u   )

1    \
-m
u   )

_ pti(a,mu) ( j_ ptui(a, mu)+u pu m\

~   Ql \u   ai ^ßij-

As u tends to +00, i(a, mu) converges to i(a, ß) = t~l. By Lemma 16,

it follows that

(lK%,mu)+uElm,yyi(^El"Elm,y^

< - \tui (a, mu) + u - 2u\ i (y, a2)

< \ti(a, mu)- 1| i(y,a2) -* 0

for every simple closed geodesic y . Therefore,

lim  lEaui(a'm")+uEuñm
«-+00 u     2 ßl

=  lim  -E2"EuBm=   lim  -EL,EUB m = 2a2 U ß\
K-+00 M    "2    ß' W-+00 U    2ai    ß>

by Lemma 17.
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Since ai   is connected and transversely meets 2a2 U ß\, it follows from

Theorem 14 that

lim  T\mu=  lim £'''<«.*«) fI#«/(«».*«)+«£« m\
u^+oo    a    "      u^+oc    a> \U      2 ßl     J

=   lim  i(a,mu)Ea(—±---E'u^a'm^+uEuñm)

= rlEtai-±T(2a2Ußl) = Eai(2a2l>ßl) = 2a2UElaißl.

On the other hand, similar computations give that

Tam'u = <Q'mi) Q<í(a'mi)-"£¿;»m) .

As above, an application of Lemma 16 shows that

i — Ftui i)-«Vm'y)-i(ïVw'î')

< -|íw/(a, m^)-w|/(y, a2)

< \ti(a, m'u)- l|/(y,a2) -> 0

for every simple closed geodesic y, and therefore that

lim  -Eau2i{a'm'")-uEß-um=  lim  -E~um = ßx.
u-»+oo U

By Theorem 14, it follows that

u—>+oo U

lim  7^mJ, =   lim Ea{
ti(a,m'u) (\     tui(a,m'u)-u       u

^m_ E7"m

=   lim  i(a,m'u)E'(—^-EZi{a'<)~uE7''m)
»-+00 v        uJ  a>\i(a,m'u)u    2 ^     y

= rx(^rA)=^^i.

Therefore, r¿mM and Tam'u have different limits although mu and m'u both

converge to /? . This proves that Ta cannot extend continuously to 3]0tOO](S)

if a is not connected.   G

6. Lengths of measured laminations and of geodesic currents

In §3 we gave a formula for the derivative jpi(E'aß, y)\t=o when ß e

•^0,00](S) and when y is a simple closed geodesic. We want to extend this

formula to the case where y is a measured geodesic lamination or, better, when

y is a geodesic current in the sense of [Bol, Bo2].
When y is a simple closed geodesic, we proved in §3 that

i(Eaß, y) - i(ß, y) = /   / cos£„M(y, a) da du.

Actually, inspecting the proof of Propositions 5 and 6, we can observe that we

did not use the fact that y was simple. The above equality therefore holds for
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any closed geodesic (possibly with self-intersection points). We will extend it

to the case where y is a geodesic current, first making sense of the right-hand

side of the equality in that case.
Before that, let us recall a few definitions, referring to [Bol, §4; Bo2] for

more details. Endow S with an arbitrary negatively curved metric mo, and

consider the space G(S) of mo-geodesics of the universal covering S of S.

Up to homeomorphism preserving the natural action of the fundamental group

7ii(S), this space turns out to be independent of the choice of the metric mo .
A geodesic current is a (positive Radon) 7Ti(5)-invariant measure on the space

G(S). A typical example is associated to each closed geodesic; indeed, the lifts

of this geodesic define a tti (5)-invariant discrete subset of G(S), and the Dirac
(counting) measure defined by this discrete subset is a geodesic current. This

example is fairly general, since the positive real multiples of geodesic currents so

associated to closed geodesies are dense in the space fé'(S) of all geodesic cur-

rents on S. Thus, exactly like a measured geodesic lamination is some kind of

diffuse simple closed geodesic, a geodesic current is some kind of diffuse closed

geodesic. The embedding of the set of simple closed geodesies in the set of all
closed geodesies extends to an embedding of the space J?L(S) of measured
laminations in the space 'S'(S) of geodesic currents. This embedding is contin-

uous if ^(S) is endowed with the weak* topology (as a space of measures; see

[Bou, Chapter III, §1] or [Be] for instance).

There is a well-defined continuous geometric intersection number i(a, ß) of

two geodesic currents a and ß , which extends the one of Proposition 3. To

define it, let DG(S) be the subset of G(S) x G(S) consisting of those pairs

of geodesies (g, h) which meet transversely in one point. The group n\(S)

acts freely and properly discontinuously on DG(S), and we can consider the

quotient DG(S) = DG(S)/n\(S). The two geodesic currents define a product

measure a x ß on G(S) x G(S), and therefore on DG(S) and DG(S). Then,

by definition, the geometric intersection number of a and ß is the total mass

i(a, ß) of this measure a x ß on DG(S), namely

i(a,ß)= [       d(axß).
Jdg(S)

An argument shows that this integral is finite, and that the map (a, ß) >-+

i(a, ß) so defined is continuous on W(S) x W(S). When a and ß are asso-

ciated to two distinct closed geodesies, i(a, ß) is exactly equal to the number

of intersection points of these two geodesies.

Now, given ß G ^o;00](5) and (g, h) G DG(S), consider the /¿-cosine

cos+(g, h) defined as in §3. This function is clearly 7ti(,S)-invariant and de-

scends to a function DG(S) -> R+ . For a, ß e ^(S) we can then consider

the integral

/       cos;(g,h)d(axß)(g,h).
Jdg{S)

The proof that this integral is finite is similar to the proof of the finiteness of

i(a, ß) given in [Bol, §4]. (The key point is that |cos+(g, h)\ < 1.)

When the geodesic currents a, ß e W(S) correspond to closed geodesies,

it is immediate that the above integral is just the sum of the  cos+(a, ß)(x)
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(using the notation of §3), where x ranges over all intersection points of these

geodesies. Similarly, if y G ^(S) corresponds to a closed geodesic and a G
W(S) corresponds to a measured geodesic lamination,

/       cos+(g, h)d(y x a)(g, h) =     cos+(y, a)da,
Jdg(S) Jv'DG(S)

fV%t*m 111 o   r*r«r'ii'f*t*ir»nr   ir»   tK<a   avnrpccinn   r*-fwhich is exactly the formula occurring in the expression of -§pi(Eaß, y)\t=o

Proposition 20. If ß G ̂ ¡o<00[(S), the map

(a,ß)~(       cos +(g, h)d(axß)(g, h)
Jdg(S)

is continuous on W(S) x &(S). If ß G ̂ (S), it is continuous at those (a, ß) G

^(S) x ^(S) for which the subset of G(S) consisting of the geodesies of S whose
projection to S is contained in the support of ß has a-mass and ß-mass equal

to 0.

Proof. The proof splits into a local part and a global part. First, for e > 0, we
want to find a compact subset K of DG(S) such that

/ cos;(g,h)d(a'xß')(g,h)
Jdg(S)-k

< e

for all (a', ß') g DG(S) sufficiently close to (a, ß). Then, for such a K, we

need to show that

Lcos+Jg, h)d(a'x ß')(g, h)

converges to

/  cost(g, h)d(ax ß)(g, h)
Jk

as (a', /?') converges to (a, ß).

Finding such a AT is done as in the proof of the continuity of i(a, ß) in

[Bol, §4]. (Again the key point is that cos+(g, h) < 1.) The K provided by

this proof also has the additional property that its boundary has (a x /?)-mass
equal to 0.

If ß G ̂ o,oo[ > the function (g, h) h-» cos+(#, h) is continuous everywhere.

Since the boundary of K has (a x /?)-mass 0, it follows that

LCOS+ß(g,h)d(a'xß')(g,h)

converges to JK cos+(g, h)d(axß)(g, h) as the measure (a'xß') converges to

(a x ß) for the weak * topology (see [Bou, Chapter IV, §5] or [Be, Chapter III],

for instance), and therefore as (a', ß') converges to (a, ß) in W(S) x W(S).

If ß G ¿%x>(S), the discontinuities of the function (g, h) i-» cos+(#, h) occur

at those (g, h) where one of g or h projects to a geodesic contained in the

support of ß. By hypothesis on a and ß , the set of these discontinuities has

(a x /?)-mass 0. It again follows that JK cos^(g, h)d(a' x ß')(g, h) converges

to JK cos+(g, h)d(ax ß)(g, h) as (a', ß') converges to (a, ß) for the weak*

topology. This concludes the proof of Proposition 20.   a
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Proposition 21. For ß G 3)o,ac](S), a G JTL(S), and ß G W(S),

i(E'aß, ß) - i(ß ,ß)=f  [       cos+EUß(g, h) d(ß x a)(g, h) du.
Jo Jdg(S)

Proof. As observed above, we proved this formula in §3 when ß = y is a simple

closed curve. By homogeneity, it also holds when ß is a positive real multiple

of a closed geodesic. We will use a continuity argument to prove it in the general

case.

Since (positive real) multiples of closed geodesies are dense in W(S), we can

write ß G fê(S) as a limit of multiples of closed geodesies y, eW(S).

Since we intend to use Proposition 20, we can expect some complications

when ß G ^o(S). Let us make some preliminary observations in this case.
First of all, we can assume without loss of generality that every component of

a transversely meets ß and that every component of ß transversely meets a ;

indeed, subtracting the components of a and ß which do not cross the other

geodesic lamination does not change either side of the equality. Under this

condition, let us come back to the definition of E"ß in §2, using measured

foliations. In that construction, E"ß and E^ß are represented by measured
foliations EAM and EAM suchthat, if u ^ v , every leaf of EAM is transverse

to EAM. It easily follows that, if u ^ v , the supports of E"ß and Evaß never

have a leaf in common. As a consequence, there are at jnost countably many

values of u for which the subset of those geodesies of S whose projection to

S is contained in the support of E"ß has positive /?-mass.

We are now ready to prove Proposition 21. By Proposition 20 and by the

above observation (assuming that, when ß e ^»(S), each component of a

crosses ß and that each component of ß crosses a ),

/        cos£„ (g, h) d(y, x a)(g, h)
Jdg(S)

converges to /OG(5) cosEUfl(g, h) d(ß x a)(g, h) for all but (at most) countably

many values of u. We conclude that

/   /       cos+Eu (g,h)d(yi xa)(g,h)du
Jo Jdg(S)

converges to /0' ¡DG{S) cosES/l(g, h) d(ß x a)(g ,h)du.

On the other hand,

Jo Jdi
cosEU (g, h) d(y¡ x a)(g ,h)du = i(Eaß, y¡) -i(ß, y¡).

'DG(S)

It follows that JÔ Idg(S) cose«h(£ > h)d(ß x a)(g, h) du is equal to the limit

of i(E'aß, y,) - i(ß, y¡), namely to i(Eaß, ß) - i (ß, ß) by continuity of the

intersection number. This concludes the proof.   G

By analogy with the definition introduced in §4, we will say that ß e^(S)

spans (g,h) G DG(S) if, when we lift (g, h) to (g, h) G DG(S) and ß to

a measured geodesic lamination ß of S, there is at least one leaf of ß which

transversely cuts both g and h .

We now have the following analog of Proposition 6 (with some more re-

stricted hypotheses).
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Corollary 22. If ß G ¿7\o oo[(S), or if ß is in &öo(S) and spans (a x ß)-almost

all (g,h)e DG(S) then, for every a e JtL{S) and ß G &(S),

§-i(E<aß, ß)\l=0 = [       cos+ß(g, h)d(ß x a)(g,h).
at Jdg(S)

Proof. Consider the integral

<p(u) = /       cosEU (g, h) d(ß x a)(g, h).
Jdg(S)       aß

As u tends to 0, E"ß converges to ß and, by hypothesis on ß, it follows

that  cosEU/i(g, h)  converges to  cos+(g, h)  for (a, /?)-almost all  (g, h) G

DG(S). By dominated convergence, this implies that (p is continuous at 0. We

conclude that the i-derivative of i(Eaß, ß) = i(ß, ß) + /0' tp(ü)du at 0 is equal

to <p(0).   G

Observe that we needed a hypothesis in Corollary 22 which did not ap-

pear in Proposition 6, namely the condition that, when ß G ̂  (S), it spans

(a x /?)-almost all (g, h) G DG(S). This condition was required by the continu-

ity argument which we used in our proof. Presumably, this technical hypothesis

is unnecessary and the cosine formula for ^i(Eaß, ß)\t=o holds without this

restriction.
One case of interest is when the measured geodesic lamination ß e ^ (S)

is complete, namely when the complement of the support of ß in S consists

of (infinite) triangles. Then the only (g, h) e DG(S) which are not spanned
by ß are those for which g or h projects to a leaf in the support of ß.

In particular, the hypothesis of Corollary 22 is then satisfied if a and ß are

measured geodesic laminations with support different from the support of ß.

One reason to be interested in the derivative -gj+i(Eaß, ß)\t=o comes from

the symplectic structures of the spaces ^k(S).

Indeed, Teichmüller space ^(S) is a complex manifold and possesses a
natural Kahler form called the Weil-Petersson form. The real part of this Kahler

form defines a symplectic structure on ^k(S) for each k G ]0, oo[', namely

induces an antisymmetric real-valued bilinear form œ on each tangent space

to 9¿{S).
On the other hand, ^o(S) does not admit any differentiable structure that

is respected by the action of the diffeomorphisms of S. Instead, ¿%x,(S) has

a natural structure of piecewise linear manifold. At a ß G ¿%x>(S) which is

complete measured geodesic lamination, this piecewise linear structure is how-

ever sufficiently nice to define a linear tangent space to &öo(S) at this point,

and Thurston introduced a symplectic form co on this linear tangent space (see

[Pa2, Pa3]).
When such a linear tangent space exists, namely when ß G 3^(S) with k G

]0, oo[ or when ß g %o(S) is complete, the derivative £-tEaß\t=o defines a

tangent vector to ^k(S) at ß. In addition, these earthquake derivatives linearly
generate this tangent space. Also, if a, ß g J?L(S), the symplectic structure

œ is such that

œ (¡97^1'=°' 37^1'=°) = â7/(£^' ^|,=0

(see [Wo2]).
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In this context, Proposition 12 suggests that, as m G &k(m)(S) tends to a

complete ß G <9^(S), the linear tangent space to Sk{m)(S) at m converges

to the linear tangent space of ^¡(S) at ß. Also, by dominated convergence,

Corollary 22 and Lemma 11 indicate that the symplectic structures œ vary
continuously in this convergence.
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